Digital Police Investigation
and Evidence Management
Ensure successful prosecutions & close more cases faster

Police departments everywhere are investing in digital
police initiatives to better safeguard the public. But the
growth in volume and variety of evidence is making
investigations more complex than ever before and
impacting solvability of cases.
What is NICE Investigate?

NICE Investigate is the Microsoft Azure Gov cloud based solution that breaks down
information silos and brings all needed information right to the investigator.
It automates and expedites manual, time consuming tasks and makes investigators
more efficient and effective by helping them collect, analyze and share evidence.

Why agencies use
NICE Investigate
The solution dramatically improves
crime investigation processes and
outcomes:
• Reduces time and expense
of evidence collection by
automating intake and
organization of relevant data
and media
• Built-in analytics helps
investigators uncover and
correlate crucial insights
• Electronic sharing of evidence
improves collaboration with other
agencies and prosecutors
• More cases are successfully filed
and prosecuted

Integrate Content from
Siloed Data Sources

Build Better Cases
with Big Data Analytics

Securely Share Evidence
with Prosecutors

• Draw evidence from disjointed
systems into a central repository

• Rapidly search and connect all
types of evidence, visualize context
on maps and timelines

• Share hundreds of different
evidence items with a few clicks

• Effectively crowdsource evidence
from security cameras and more
• Convert media into standard format
for universal, one-screen access

Evidence gathering no longer
a culprit in delayed case resolution

• Uncover hidden insights with
powerful correlation engine

• The burden of making physical
copies of evidence is lifted

• Take it with you on a smartphone

• Comprehensive chain of custody
is tracked automatically

Investigators become more
effective crime solvers

More criminals can be taken off
the streets and put behind bars

“NICE Investigate helps us solve our cases more efficiently now that all information is in one place, fast and easy to get to. We
are able to save taxpayers’ dollars in reduced fuel expenses, wear and tear on vehicles, and a better use of man-hours. But at
the end of the day, what really matters is bringing faster case resolutions, so that victims can get closure and begin healing.“
- Chief of Police, Mid-sized Police Department in Southeastern US
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How NICE Investigate works to achieve
operational benefits
Cloud-based solution improves operational
agility and accessibility of information
•
•

•

Hosted on Microsoft Azure Gov, NICE Investigate
makes all types of evidence readily accessible

NICE’s SaaS (Software as a Service) solution limits the
up-front hardware and resource costs associated with
premise-based storage alternatives
Ideal for agencies with fluctuating case loads

Automation of manual processes results in
direct operational savings
•
•
•
•
•

At least 1 hour savings per case
Reduced paper and physical file storage costs
Reduced wear and tear on vehicles
Improved utilization of specialist man-hours
Court cost savings as a result of faster case resolution

Certified CJIS compliant platform eliminates
security concerns
•

NICE and Microsoft Azure Government meet the
security requirements for federal, state, and local
governments as defined by FBI’s CJIS policy

Savings Estimate
Conservative assumptions:
- 4 pieces of media per case
- Save 1 hour per case (15 minutes per
piece of media)
- Cost per hour of $80 (including
benefits)
Savings per case = $80
- at 4,000 cases per year
Min. Annual Savings = $320,000

An offer to get you started
Contact us to schedule a free
90-minute consultation
T: (866) 999-6423
E: PSInfo@nice.com
http://www.nice.com

NICE Investigate Online Portals
Promote Tighter Collaboration
One of the industry’s most comprehensive, open
solutions for managing investigations, NICE
Investigate promotes collaboration among
satellite agencies, communities, investigators and
prosecutors, enhancing the effectiveness of law
enforcement.
NICE Investigate tracks continuity of evidence as it
is collected, organized and distributed,
encouraging the adoption of consistent,
repeatable processes and practices.

Tangible Benefits / Desired Outcomes
•

Freed from the chore of manual evidence collection, investigators can fully focus on what they do best – solving crimes

•

Citizen trust in law enforcement grows with its increased effectiveness, community engagement and responsible spending

Why NICE?
Leveragin g 30+ years of experienc e helping thousands of pu blic safety agencies manage their digital evidence, NICE has
developed the indu stry’s first en d-to-en d digital investigation and evidence management solution. Runnin g on the Mic rosoft
Azure cloud, NICE Investigate au tomates th e collection, analysis and sharing of ALL digital evidence, so investigators can close
more cases faster.
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